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About us

About us
Black Canvas was founded in 2021 in Sheridan, Wyoming in order to offer the

This blockchain technology in conjunction with Black

gaming community around the world an exceptional project that has no

Canvas will ensure, unlike regular casino games, for all

competition in the global casino industry.



players:

In order to achieve the above goal, Black Canvas puts all emphasis on introducing a
new and completely unique card game with game variants connected to
blockchain technology.



In order to achieve the greatest possible decentralization of the project,the Black

1.

Trusted gaming

2.

Transparency

3.

Anonymity of players

4.

Speed of transactions

5.

Generation of own income

6.

Decentralization

Canvas community will be maximally involved in the development of the project
and the possibility of obtaining their own income from playing game variants of
Black Canvas.
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Game variants

Game variants black Canvas 1/2

1.

All information and a demo can be found at www.blackcanvas.com

1I.

1II.

casino 


Game


USDT 


card game BC

NFT BC 1v1

TOURNAMENT

Here the player buys any number of

Here the players pay the BC fee of 1% to

Every player pays a tournament deposit

playing chips in a ratio of 1:1 to USDT

5% according to the NFT price (the

according to the given tournament plus  

and tries to beat the casino according

higher the NFT price,the lower

a 5% BC fee. (e.g. if the deposit to the

to BC rules. NO ADDITIONAL FEES

percentage of the fee). The fee is

tournament is 10 USDT, a player will pay

ARE PAID.

divided between the two players at  

0.50 USDT). Winning payouts will be

a rate of 50% to 50% (e.g. if the fee for

from all the participant´s deposits

the game is 10 USDT, each player pays

according to tournament placement in

5 USDT).

the order of the players placements
(payouts are decided by the participants
themselves before the start).
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Game variants

Game variants black Canvas 2/2

All information and a demo can be found at www.blackcanvas.com

1V.

V.

VI.

NFT 


NFT 


Tournament

Tournament BC

1. NFT LOTTERY

Every player pays a tournament deposit

There is no BC fee in this variant.

Here the total deposit of all betters in  

according to the given tournament plus  

a given draw are divided into a ratio of

a 5% BC fee. (e.g. if the deposit to the

70% for winners of the draw, 10%

tournament is 10 USDT, a player will pay

jackpot, 20% BC.

0.50 USDT). Winning payouts will be
from all the participant´s deposits
according to tournament placement in
the order of the players placements
(payouts are decided by the participants
themselves before the start).
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Games and rules: Black Canvas Casino Card Game

1.

Black Canvas Casino Card Game
The casino card game "BLACK CANVAS" is designed for the most
advanced platforms in the online entertainment industry.

Today, with interest in online gaming on a global scale proving to grow almost
exponentially every day, 'BLACK CANVAS' represents almost endless business
potential.



Not to mention the fact that online casinos around the world have always been
based on four basic live games (ROULETTE, BLACK JACK, POKER, BACCARAT) and
it is these games that have historically been the most popular worldwide.
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Games and rules: Black Canvas Casino Card Game

Casino Card Game BC: Rules

1.
1.

In each round, a bet can be made by moving the chip to any card or cards.



2.

A bet can be made 1:1 on a single card, 1:2 on two cards, or 1:4 on four cards.
For example, if you wager $10 by moving a chip on four cards (1:4), the bet is
evenly distributed $2.5 on each card.



3.

Seven cards are dealt. The first two cards dealt double the bet amount, the
third and fourth cards dealt triple the bet, and the fifth and sixth cards dealt
quadruple the bet. The last card, or jackpot, can multiply the bet up to ten
times.
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Games and rules: NFT BC casino game

NFT BC casino game

I.

Thanks to our game Black Canvas, every player or holder of a BC
NFT will have the possibility to obtain passive income.

Passive income can be obtained in the form of ownership as part of the digital
playing board which is divided into 32 playing cards (in the form of playing fields) in
which all players will bet. If someone owns a portion of a game board (NFT in the
form of a game card), cards will receive a percentage of each player's loss.



Minting of these 32 playing cards (NFT in the form of playing cards) will be started
by a sale in the form of an NFT auction before the Black Canvas game starts, so as
to be able to start earning immediately.
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Games and rules: NFT BC casino game

1.

BC NFTs can be opportunities for passive income even when you are not an
active player.



2.

All BC NFTs will be listed on a regular basis on available marketplaces.

The exact auction conditions and original appearance of the BC NFT
will be published soon.
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Games and rules: Game BC NFT 1v1

Game BC NFT 1v1

1I.

Interested parties will be offered the opportunity to play  
a one on one Black Canvas game, interested parties against
the owner (holder) of the NFT with a fee (in a percentage from
the NFT price).

If the player (intrested parties) fails, the owner (holder) keeps the NFT and in
addition acquires tokens in NFT value, which were inserted by mutual agreement
into a deposit before the start of the Black Canvas game.



After entering the NFT marketplace, the applicant will choose the NFT he/she is
interested to play the game within Black Canvas.
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Games and rules: Game BC NFT 1v1

1I.

BC NFT 1v1: Game description

Then there is a connection made between the owner (holder) of the NFT and the person
interested in the NFT, where they both agree on a USDT fixed price for an offered NFT. Then
the owner (holder) puts his/hers NFT into the deposit, at the same time, USDT will be
inserted by the applicant in the value of which they both agreed on before. Then both players
are redirected to the Black Canvas game. Players will receive chips of the same total value as
the opponent.



The game begins with a countdown timer, during which the players (owner and candidates)
bet their chips of any value on the card field according to the rules of Black Canvas. After the
end of the countdown there is a shuffling of a deck of cards to place seven winning cards
(RANDOMLY) according to Black Canvas rules. 



Chips that have been bet by both players (owner and candidate) on non-winning card 

fields come into ownership of the opponent.
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Games and rules: Game BC NFT 1v1

Chips that players (owner and candidate) have bet on the winning card field are paid to that
winning player or the opponent in the value in which they were bet on by the winning player,
according to the rules of Black Canvas. Then another round follows. Black Canvas ends when
the winning player plays your opponent for all the chips. 


THE WINNER TAKES IT ALL
The fee for Black Canvas is always paid by the person interested in NFT. The fee is based on
the % of the NFT price. The higher the NFT price, the lower the % fee. (There is also the
possibility to split the fee 50%/50% between both players. The fee would have to be paid by
each player before the start of the game.) 



Another option is a reciprocal game between NFT owners (holders). The Black Canvas game
for NFTs is similar, except that instead of tokens at the NFT price, each player (owner, holder)
puts in a deposit of NFTs that they have mutually agreed upon and agreed to in advance.
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Tournament

Tournament
In the tournament variant, players will have the opportunity to choose whether to play a USDT or NFT tournament. The number of players per
tournament must always be at least 2 players and a multiple of 2 (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, etc.). The structure of the tournament will always be decided
by the players community.

1II.

USDT tournaments
the player community decides on the amount of the tournament
deposit and percentage distribution of rewards from deposits for all
registered players to a given tournament (what will be the
percentage prizes for the winner, then for the second, then the third
winning prizes).

1V.

NFT Tournaments
here the gaming community will
have a chance to select the NFT in
BC marketplace and then choose to
play these tournaments with these
chosen NFTs.

The price for the NFT selected for the tournament in the BC marketplace will be divided equally among all
players registered to the given tournament as a deposit to the tournament.
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Tournament: For example

For example
Below you can see an example of how to calculate the entry fee for a $128 USDT NFT tournament.

128 USDT

/

64

+

0,10 USDT

=

2,1 USDT

The price of all NFTs selected by

Number of players

Black Canvas fee of 5%

The total entry fee for the

the player community for the

entered in the tournament

(0.10 USDT).

$128 USDT NFT tournament

tournament

is $2.1 USDT
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Games and rules: 1. Lottery NFT

V1.

1. LOTTERY NFT
BLACK CANVAS 1. LOTTERY NFT is a lottery card game in which
the participant tries to guess 7 cards from 32 and win the prize in
the form of NFT and USDT. The author and the owner is Black
Canvas BC LLc.

Participant bets on seven cards out of thirty-two in the form of bets. He expects
these cards to be dealt during a future draw: this is an ongoing procedure using
computerized shuffling and card dealing daily, every four hours. (00:00, 04:00,
08:00, 12:00, 16:00, 20:00)



Bets always end 15 minutes before the start of each draw.
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Games and rules: 1. Lottery NFT

V1.

Participation in the game

“With the growing interest of participants in BLACK CANVAS 1. LOTTERY NFT the interval
between each draw will gradually shorten.”



To participate in the game you must choose at least one combination of 7 cards (always 7
cards per column) and bet tokens to mark on the board (Black Canvas), then participants can
switch to the second column and bet the same way as in the first column by choosing
another combination of 7 cards (maximum 32 columns per draw). The participant must also
indicate the exact day and hour when he wants to participate in the lottery or a set of days
and hours (up to twelve draws ahead).



After betting, the participant marks, ”TERMINATION OF BETS” and pays the deposit (from
their blockchain wallet), which depends on the number of bet columns and draws. The price
per column (combination of seven cards) and one draw is a fixed price at $1.
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Games and rules: 1. Lottery NFT

V1.

Final results and draw

Participants invested deposits add up and at least 70% of all deposits will be used for payout
prices or the purchase of NFTs (intended for winnings for participants), and on the JACKPOT
(jackpot is given as a percentage of all invested deposits betting in USDT). If there is no main
prize winner, the NFT (from the main prize) and the amount in USDT will be moved to the
JACKPOT in the next draw.



The final results of the dealt cards will be possible to check on the official BLACK CANVAS
lottery website or to check the winnings in the BLACK CANVAS application by scanning the
code, or on other specialized internet and blockchain pages.



In each drawing, there will be one additional draw whenever there is in each turn seven cards
are dealt. The participants have to manage to guess at least 3 cards from draw I. or the
additional draw II. If the participant does not guess at least 3 cards, he loses his deposit.
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Games and rules: 1. Lottery NFT

V1.

conditions of participation

BLACK CANVAS 1.LOTTERY

For proper betting and

This confirmation serves as

NFT can be only attended

termination of bets a deposit

proof on the basis which one

by individuals with

from the blockchain wallet is

can claim a win if the winner

blockchain addresses.

necessary (the price for one

is not be credited for the win

column multiplied by the

automatically after the draw

number of draws). This is

on his blockchain wallet.

always paid before each
draw and the participant will
receive proof of payment
and termination of bets.
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Games and rules: 1. Lottery NFT

V1.

POTENTIAL WINNINGS

All bets placed on a certain draw are added up and at least 70% of them are redistributed in
the form of NFTs and USDT JACKPOT between the winners. This fund is calculated for each
game and drawn separately. When the participant will guess all seven cards out of seven in
the game Black Canvas, thus gaining the right to claim the MAIN NFT WINNING PRIZE (in
the price of 20%, of that 70% selected deposits) and on JACKPOT (given as a percentage of
all participant’s deposits in USDT). The remaining 50% of the selected deposits are
automatically divided among the winners in second place (6 cards guessed), in third (5 cards
guessed), in fourth place (4 cards guessed) and fifth place (3 cards guessed). If there are more
winners in a given order, the total win is divided equally between these participants.



In the case of a lot of interest in BLACK CANVAS NFT 1. LOTTERY NFT, by participants, there
will be the possibility to add other JACKPOT payouts for lower prices (given as a percentage
of all invested USDT deposits) for the second or third place.
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Platforms

Platforms

Windows

Linux

Google chrome

iOS

Mozilla Firefox

Android

Safari
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Marketplace

Marketplace
Sell or buy cards on our marketplace

Here players will be able to sell or buy NFTs, or place
(offer) NFTs for gameplay setup games, and also store
their rewards and all other items related to Black Canvas
games.



This place is for players and nft holders, therefore they
place their own terms and conditions without the
influence of the black canvas team. It is only up to the
players and nft holders which strategy they will choose
on our marketplace. 
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NFT Black Canvas Exclusive Collection

NFT black canvas exclusive Collection
Black Canvas is the first of its kind, NFT casino, tournament and
lottery game in the world.

On the occasion of the launch, all game variants will be issued by Black
Canvas BC LLc, an exclusive collection of six NFTs BLACK CANVAS (1 x gold,  
2 x silver, 3 x bronze).

We will inform you in time about the sale of an NFT auction and NFT design.
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NFT BC Tournament

NFT BC TOURNAMENT

Winning combinations
I. ALL Thirty-two tournament NFT cards in the form of a BC game board.


These NFTs will only be issued for tournament


II. Sixteen tournament NFT cards from seven to ace in red color (hearts,

games and ensure passive income for players.

diamonds).

III. Sixteen tournament NFT cards from seven to ace in black (aces, clubs).

IV. Eight tournament NFT cards from seven to ace in one suit.


The NFT holder has the opportunity to participate in tournaments and

V. Eight tournament NFT cards from seven to ace in different colors.


win tournament NFTs by winning over his opponents NFTs. If they

VI. Four Aces


manage to make the NFT winning collection combination, they will be

VII. Four Kings


rewarded with BCTK tokens. The amount of the BCTK token reward will

VIII. Four Queens


depend on the complexity of the winning combination.



IX. Four Jacks

X. Four Tens


Black Canvas offers a unique combination of fun, the exciting feeling

XI. Four Nines


of the game, and at the same time passive income by collection of

XII. Four Eights


tournament NFTs and earning BCTK tokens.

XIII. Four Sevens
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NFT BC Tournament

NFT BC TOURNAMENT: Distribution

TOURNAMENT NFT BC will be distributed

Presale NFT BC TOURNAMENT at

Sales of TOURNAMENT NFT until limited

free of charge between the community of

discounted prices

offers are sold out.

players on BLACK CANVAS social networks.

Tournament NFTs will be issued in

We will inform you in time about the start of distribution, price, and numbers of issued

limited amounts.

Black Canvas tournament NFTs.
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Tokenomics

Tokenomics
Airdrop: 0,5%
Strategic sale: 5,5%

Token name: Black Canvas


Liquidity: 10,5%

Ticker: BCTK

Total supply: 150,000,000 BCTK


Staking rewards: 22,7%

Partnerships: 12,7%

Pre-Mine: 112,500,000 BCTK

Ecosystem Fund

Team: 13,6%

Ecosystem fund: 16,4%

Allocation: 27,000,000 BCTK
This fund will be used for project development, new games,
among other miscellaneous expenses that would be related
to Black Canvas.

Public salej: 13,6%
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Tokenomics

Team
Allocation: 22,500,000 BCTK
Supply of tokens to the team behind Black Canvas.

Strategic Sale
Allocation: 7,500,000 BCTK
The strategic sale is aimed at early adopters, at this stage the
price of the token will be lower than the price of the public

Public Sale
Allocation: 21,000,000 BCTK
Tokens provided for public sale.

Liquidity
Allocation: 9,000,000 BCTK
Liquidity to be provided for Exchanges.

sale, with the objective of bringing investors and integrating
new people before a public sale. The price of the token would
be 20% lower.

Partnerships
Allocation: 17,250,000 BCTK
This supply is aimed at companies or new projects with which
to partner, if necessary.
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Tokenomics

Airdrop

Staking Rewards

Allocation: 750,000 BCTK

Allocation: 37,500,000 BCTK
Supply that will be used to grant rewards to all investors who
stake BCTK. Early adopters will be incentivized by offering
better yield.

1

2

3

4

5

6
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Supply to reward the winners of Airdrops campaigns.
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Tokenomics

Vesting Schedule
Team – Locked for 18 months, then 20%
annually.


Private sale – Locked for 12 months, then 25%

20%

Team

25%

Privat sate

20%

25%

20%

20%

25%

25%

20%

annually.


Strategic Sale – Locked for 6 months, then linear

8.33%

(monthly)

Strategic sale

release (8,33%) over 12 months. 



Linear vesting (24 months)

Partnerships

Partnerships – Locked for 12 months, then linear
release over 24 months. 


Public Sale – 100% at token release. 



Public sale

100%

Liquidity

100%

Airdrop

100%

Liquidity – 100% release at token launch. 


Airdrop – 100% release at token launch.


Ecosystem fund

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Ecosystem Fund – Locked for 12 months, then
20% annually.

Year 1
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Tokenomics

Buyback and Burn
A deflationary mechanism will be
implemented for the BCTK, to make the
economy as sustainable as possible,  
a maximum of 0.5% of profits will be
used to implement the mechanism.



The funds will be used to buy tokens in
circulation and will be sent to a burning
address.
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Game economy

Game Economy
The game economy is based on the different products that Black Canvas currently offers:

1.
Classic 

Black Canvas 

Casino Card Game

1I.
One-on-One 

Game

1II.
NFT 

Lottery

1V.

Tournaments

The economy of the Black Canvas Classic game and the One-on-One game will be based on casino chips, which will be the only means
of payment to play both types of games. The casino chips will have a 1:1 ratio with the USDT.
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Game economy

Classic Black Canvas Casino Card Game

One-on-One Game

The minimum bet on one card will be 0.10 USDT and the

The funding to participate in a One-on-One will be in chips,

maximum bet on one card will be 100 USDT, these amounts in

the amount that represents the value of the NFT or as agreed

casino chips, all winnings will also be in chips so that they can be

between the players, the winner will take the amount

exchanged for USDT. As many chips as desired can be

wagered by the opponent, either chips or NFTs.



purchased at a 1:1 ratio with the USDT, to play against the house.


For this type of game, a fee between 1% and 5% will be
The percentages of the Black Canvas classic game will be set

charged, this will be paid between both players in 50%-50%

once the game has been tested, as much as possible will be

before the start of the game. The exact percentage of the fee

placed for the Jackpot. This game modality will not keep any

will depend on the value of the NFT, the higher the value the

commissions or prizes in NFTs.

lower the fee will be.
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Game economy

NFT Lottery

Tournaments

The lottery is similar in operation to a conventional lottery. To

There will be two types of tournaments: USDT Tournament

participate in the lottery you will try to guess 7 cards out of 32.

and NFT Tournament. Players may decide to play in any of
both modalities, minimum 2 players will be accepted, there is

Probability of winning

no maximum number of players, and the number of players

7 main numbers - 1 in 3 365 856


3 main numbers - 1 in 8


6 main numbers - 1 in 19 233


2 main numbers - 1 in 3


5 main numbers - 1 in 534


1 main number – 1 in 3

4 main numbers - 1 in 42

can only be even.

USDT Tournament
The players by vote will decide: When the tournament will

Total USDT buy in amounts will be distributed as minimum

start, the number of players, the amount of USDT as reward

70% towards players winnings - 30% towards BC ecosystem.

and how the reward will be divided among the winners.
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Game economy

NFT Tournament
Players will decide on an NFT within the Black Canvas
marketplace and play the tournament to win it.


To participate in the tournament, players will have to pay  
a fee equal to the value of the NFT divided among all
registered players.


E.g., The chosen NFT has a value of 1,000 USDT (including
Black Canvas fees), and there are 10 registered players. In this
case, all players will have to pay 100 USDT.


The rules for BC in the tournament will be the same as for the
One-on-One Game. The Black Canvas tournament fee is 5%
of each individual deposit to the tournament.
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Roadmap 2021

Roadmap 2021

i.

II.

III.

IV.

Community design

BLACK CANVAS domain

Team selection

Design of base game BLACK

registration of BLACK

registration

CANVAS

CANVAS

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Development of the demo

Launching the demo version

Design of main website

Website development

version of the base game

of the base game BLACK

BLACK CANVAS

BLACK CANVAS

BLACK CANVAS

CANVAS

Plán se může změnit během vývoje herních variant.
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Roadmap 2022

Roadmap 2022
i.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

BLACK CANVAS Game

Tokenomics and

White paper

Development of the

Audit smart contract

Launching smart

Designs: 1v1 NFT Game,

Economics BLACK

BCTK smart contract

BCTK

contract BCTK on

NFT Lotteries, Classic

CANVAS

Binance Smart Chain

Tournaments and NFT
Tournaments

VIi.

VIiI.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

Registered trademarks

Social networks BLACK

Launch of BLACK

Launch of the private

Development of the

IDO Launchpad -

BLACK CANVAS

CANVAS: Twitter,

CANVAS marketing

sale of the BCTK token

BLACK CANVAS

BCTK token public sale

machining platform

first round

Telegram, Discord,
Instagram
Plán se může změnit během vývoje herních variant.
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Roadmap 2023

Roadmap 2023
i.

II.

III.

IV.

IDO Launchpad - public sale

Start development of game variants in

Launch of completed BLACK

Audit of running BLACK

of BCTK token second round

order: Black Canvas Classic, NFT 1v1

CANVAS game variants on

CANVAS game variants on

Game, Black Canvas Classic

tesnet

testnet

Tournaments, Black Canvas NFT
Tournaments, Black Canvas NFT Lottery

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Marketing of completed

Launching BLACK CANVAS

Sale BLACK CANVAS NFT

Integration of the BLACK

BLACK CANVAS game

games on the mainnet

variants

Plán se může změnit během vývoje herních variant.

CANVAS project into the
DAO system
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Founding team

Founding team

Jiří Dovhomilja

Alena Dovhomilja

Jiří Komara

Founder Black Canvas BC LLc. USA,


Founder Black Canvas BC LLc. USA,


Founder Black Canvas BC LLc. USA,


Creator

Legislation and legal protection

CEO
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Development team

Development team

The development is carried out under the
responsibility of 1. Web IT. 



We design and develop customized systems,
applications and websites. In short, we are

Pavel

Alice

Team leader

Project manager

your partners in the online world.

Evgenii

Martin

Coder

Developer
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Team

team

Alena Frinaková

Ing. Mgr. Denisa Dudová

Illustrator

Patent Attorney

zaeRkováno® s.r.o.
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NFT

NFT
The new driving force behind digital 

ownership lies under the acronym NFT,

or Non-Fungible-Token. Owners of virtual 

images can earn millions of dollars and the 

NFT market stands on the edge revolution.

They are similar to the ownership record, for example of real estate or  
a patent for a unique invention. 



The afore mentioned evidence of material or intellectual property has
no equivalent for which it would be possible to freely change. In short,
there is no other identical property with identical proof of ownership or
some other, but exactly the same, patent.



What is a NFT

This also applies to the NFT, which is an option on the internet to prove
ownership of unique digital items. However, tokenized items usually

The abbreviation indicates a transparent proof of ownership of some

remain freely available for viewing or internships to anyone, but the is

digital items, allowing clear and fast identification of the owner. The

proof of only one ownership, and it is stored in the blockchain, or the

tokens always relate only to a specific unique item and carry

,,ledger” already used by cryptocurrencies. This ownership right can be

information about the owner.

sold to another person.
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NFT

At first glance, the rights to own an object in the digital world may sound

In practice, you may also encounter the issuance of multiple  

illogicall, when the original item is still available. However, it works the

copies of the item that are labeled as, for example, limited series,   

same way in the physical world – for example of unique paintings – for

,,1 in 50”, which is common practice in the real world, for example in

example Mona Lisa.



designer clothes.




There is only one original. It has the most value and many would like to

The record in the blockchain cannot be removed,so the NFT is also

have it, at the same time, however, there are alot of counterfeits

protected against alienation of property rights.


circulating around the world, which may be indistinguishable from the
original. They can also be viewed directly in a gallery and you can even
take a picture of them, the form of which is therefore widely known and

Basic knowledge of a NFT

public. However, the ownership of the original is unchangeable and
therefore very valuable.



provides a clear identification of the owner of the items on the internet

ensures the originality and value of the items


The same happens in the transmitted form on the internet. An important

has easy transferability of ownership 


difference of a NFT, however, is that the buyer does not necessarily

are speculative in nature


receive the copyright for the item, but only proof of ownership.


significantly shapes a new artistic trend
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NFT

How a NFT works
The NFT is based on ,,smart contracts”. They are completed automatically

For the NFT there are also special

as soon as the conditions of the contract are met between the buyer and

markets, a ,,marketplace”, where there is

the seller, which have been pre-registered in code. Transactions are

trade of all possible items.



irreversible, but allow for a new spectrum of options. A smart contract
also includes a mention of ,,royalties”, which can be collected by the

The initial purchase of the NFT can

creator of the token from any transaction. The digital content creator can

skyrocket. The most famous pixel

thus have the option of collecting a ,,toll” for each transfer of his work.


illustration of CryptoPunks was sold four




years ago for only 0.2 ETH, which was

NFTs are stored in cryptocurrencies and contain unique identifiers (usually

then really a negligible amount. Now, at

a reference to the digital work with which they are associated), and other

its most valuable, it reaches a value of 


necessary metadata (title and description of the work). Transactions are

up to 4,200ETH, approximately

recorded in the blockchain as sold token as well as who bought it and sold

$7,300,000.


it, thereby keeping a transparent database of all owners and transactions.
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Legislative protection

LEGISLATIVE PROTECTION
Knowing that the idea of implementing blockchain versions of NFT casino and
lottery card game BLACK CANVAS is completely unique, we proceeded to use
the available legislative action in relation to the security of all intellectual property
ownership and protection rights to this idea, ensuring protection against misuse
or theft of this idea.

At the moment it is not possible without our permission to realize, 

produce, distribute, operate, include in the production and sale of products with the game any
related or any other activity related to casino and the NFT lottery BLACK CANVAS games.
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Risk factors and legal disclaimer

RISK FACTORS AND LEGAL DISCLAIMER

You should carefully consider the risk associated with purchasing and holding digital currencies,

as well as any other risk associated with these assets. This project is still in its infancy, and certain

factors such as its operation, core project technology, and other related regulatory activities may

contribute to significant risks. If you buy Tokens or NFTs, you naturally assume the risk of their

decreasing in value from the time of purchase, and agree that the future functionality of the

Token and NFT might be all that they are capable of.



If you purchase any Token or NFT, you agree that you have no legal recourse, and will not assert

any claim, lawsuit, judgment or appeal against the BLACK CANVAS team (this includes its

offices, employees, agents, advisors, related companies, distributors, group companies and/or

its subsidiaries). If the Token or NFT loses value, the Black Canvas game will cease to function, or

also if the project ultimately fails to meet expectations.
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Risk factors and legal disclaimer

If you are unsure whether to purchase Tokens or NFTs in the light of these disclaimers, or any of
the legal notices contained herein, or if you are concerned about losing any money you use to
purchase Tokens or NFTs, we strongly urge you not to buy any Tokens or NFTs. We recommend
that you consult any legal, financial, tax, technological and/or other institutions with professional
advisers and experts for further instructions before purchasing Tokens or NFTs.



We cannot provide you with any of the above mentioned advice. Therefore, we highly
recommend that you get independent legal advice on the legality issues of your Token or NFT
purchase within your jurisdiction. The Black Canvas team reserves the right to change the
conditions during the development of the game.

OUR VISION IS TO CREATE A HIGH QUALITY PROJECT WITH ALL 

THE BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY.

